
Biography of Andreas Halusa

A journey by Andreas Halusa from Switzerland to England, USA, and back again. From a young
enthusiast to a world-class stuntman, through academic achievements, martial arts, and
extreme sports.

Early Life and Education
He was born in Zurich, Switzerland, and moved to Munich, Germany, at the tender age of three,
where he began his journey in education at Munich International School. His early life was
soaked with cultural diversity and an enriching learning environment. He is a testament to a
hard-working individual who continually pushes his boundaries. This is evident from the tireless
dedication that led him to various esteemed institutions, the Ashdown House School,
Charterhouse School in England, and the University of the Pacific in California, USA.

Celebrated Cheerleading Career & Stuntman Training
Even before stepping into the world of cinema, he demonstrated his physical prowess in
competitive cheerleading. As part of Ascension Eagles' cheerleading, he became a three-time
British and two-time European Champion, culminating in a Bronze Medal at the World
Championships 2010. These achievements are evidence his collaborative spirit and capacity for
hard work are essential in this highly synchronized, team-dependent sport. Following this, he
trained to become a stuntman, keeping himself engaged in various demanding physical
activities such as scuba diving (Divemaster certificate), climbing (Rock Climbing Instructor



Certificate ), and Taekwondo — earning a black belt and a gold medal in a Regional Forms
Competition.

The Journey Towards Becoming A Stuntman
Andreas’s stunt career began to pick up in 2013 when he took up supporting roles in films and
continued training to become a stuntman, diving deep into climbing and martial arts. The
commitment in his heart and his capacity to set challenging goals for himself resulted in
numerous accolades, including winning the Screen Actors Guild Award for his outstanding stunt
performance in 'James Bond - No Time To Die' (2022).

Diverse Interests and Hobbies
His love for exploration and learning translated into his diverse hobbies, ranging from drawing
and painting to boxing, high diving, climbing, big mountain skiing, scuba diving, classic car
racing, reading, and hiking. His devoted spirit and fiery passion for improving and learning
served as motivators in his pursuit of new hobbies. His family introduced him to classic car
racing. The charm of the mountains near his home made him an avid skier, racing for his school
and even leading him to participate in back-country ski expeditions in diverse locations such as
the Himalayas, Turkey, Georgia, and Austria.

Charitable Activities
Beyond sporting and artistic pursuits, he displayed a deep sense of responsibility and care for
the wider community. He dedicated his skills to charity by coaching tumbling at the UK's
Ascension Eagles Cheerleading Charity/Youth Program between 2009-2010. He humbly
volunteered in the Dominican Republic for Project Hope Charity in 2012. The traits of his
collaborative spirit and relentless hard work were as visible in his charitable contributions as
they were in his professional career.

Andreas Halusa's life so far, filled with victories, learning, creativity, and service, paints a picture
of an individual with an immensely collaborative spirit and a dedicated work ethic. From a little
boy born in Zurich to an award-winning stunt performer, his journey continues to inspire and
awe, embodying the essence of pushing boundaries, teamwork, and persistence.


